DO AS I SAY
An interactive performance

DO AS I SAY is a physical dance
performance that wants to make
our social behavior visible on
issues of bullying and authority.
The piece is interactive and both
the audience and dancers receive
verbal instructions from a
recorded voice, but who is
actually in charge?
Chosen for BIBU and Swedstage
2022 with the motivation:
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Motivation of the jury:
With a clean and consistent
choreography that is strengthened by
the dancers' group dynamic, the
audience is engaged in a provocative
and challenging interactive
performance, which sheds light on
authority and bullying. The audience
is faced with difficult dilemmas and
must in a thoughtful way reflect on
who it really is that decides.

Skånska Dagbladet:
“Performance that is felt throughout the
body, DO AS I SAY goes straight into the
heart by mixing dance and movement
with stories of vulnerability and bullying.
In a genuine way, the cruelty of how a
minimal deviation – as a common
language disorder or someone’s sexuality
– can have brutal consequences.”

Choreographer: Lava Markusson and
Michael Tang
Dancers: Matilda Bjärum, Kristian
Refslund, Moa Autio, Lava Markusson
and Michael Tang
Composer: Jonathan Lundberg
Photo: Alexandra Bergman
Information:
Audience: 13-18 years olds
Performances : 2 per day
Performance length: 45 min plus ca
15 min talk.
Maximum audience number: 40,
depending on the size of the space.
Number of participants: 5 dancers.

Gage:
One performance: 19 000 SEK ex
VAT.
Second performance same day and
place: 7000 SEK ex VAT
Addition: kompensation for travel,
ackommodation and per diems.
Technical information:
Performance space: 12x12 meter,
a stage is not required, but a large
room for example a small gymnastic
hall, no seating are.
Stage oor: nor concrete oor.
Electricity: 3 phase 16 A
Black out: preferred but not
necessary
In out time: 1h/1h
Access to the performance space: at
least 3 h before show.
Contact:
Lava Markusson
bobbiloproduktion@gmail.com
www.bobbiloproduktion.com

